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Abstract
Modern robotics has made the inevitable leap toward autonomy. From applications as diverse as wilderness search and rescue, military surveillance, and space exploration, there is an intense drive to develop intelligent software to match and exceed human decision-making and sense-making for complex task execution. More than just replacing humans for "dull, dirty and dangerous" work, autonomous robots are expected to cope with a whole host of uncertainties, particularly when working in concert with human counterparts in new or unexplored situations. The recent revolution of autonomous reasoning in robotics firmly established the primacy of Bayesian methods for tackling challenging robotic perception, learning and decision-making problems. The next generation of Bayesian reasoning algorithms must not only explicitly capitalize on opportunities for exploiting human interaction to achieve their goals, but also opportunistically leverage the capabilities of multiple autonomous agents, in order to gather information across time and space that is beyond the reach of a single autonomous agent for increasingly complex tasks. This talk will describe two related research fronts towards these goals. The first part concerns generalizable algorithms for harnessing information in autonomous human-robot teams. I will describe recent and ongoing work on the problem of “soft-hard” data fusion for collaborative information gathering tasks, where the goal is to enable humans to perform live natural language “chats” with robotic perception algorithms to improve online performance. In the context of target search problems, I will demonstrate novel solutions and open challenges toward the key problems of modeling human natural language for sensor fusion and performing difficult online hybrid Bayesian inference operations to support optimal planning. In the second part, I will discuss the important issue of scaling autonomous Bayesian reasoning to large distributed robotic vehicle networks. I will discuss some new challenges and results towards addressing the problem of generalized Bayesian Decentralized Data Fusion (DDF). In particular, I will put forward some new insights about the fundamental DDF problem that enable efficient information sharing between Bayesian robots that maintain their own private (possibly heterogeneous) models of the world. These results have many interesting implications for robotics applications and beyond, e.g. multi-target multi-platform tracking, cooperative localization, and decentralized online machine learning, to name a few.
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